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Depending on the width of the wood used in the frame, and the positions you place the T-Bar arms into the
Hub, you can attach canvases from approximately 18cm x 18 cm (7 inches x 7 inches) up to approximately
120cm x 120cm (47 inches x 47 inches), being the two longest opposite facing sides.Cross bar supports that
are flush with the wood frame can be no wider than 3 ½ inches or 90 mm.

Minimum size 19cm x 19 cm maximum size 70cm x 70 cm

NOTE: Boards of a larger size can be attached only if they are made of foam or similar lightweight material.
Discretion is advised.

Mediums and other uses for this easel
� Oil
� Acrylic
� Airbrush
� Water Colour
� Mixed Media
� Palette Knife Artists
� Pastel of All Types
� Resin Art And For Application Over Art
� Scraperboard
� Illustration Art
� Speed Painting
� Encaustic

� Paper Sculpture on Canvas Art
� Zentangle
� Installation Art Projects
� Some Craft Projects Such As Mosaics
� Glazing Finished Paintings
� Photographing Your Art
� Round And Oblong Canvas
� Display Of Your Art At Home Or Exhibitions
� Art Gallery Exhibitions create floor to ceiling
multi-level dimensional displays of artworks in
areas of limited or previously unusable space
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Easel Front view
(part names and functions)
Total weight of easel with
the 4 T-Bar arms inserted is
10 lbs. (4 ½ Kg.)
Minimum length Tripod legs can
fold down to is 24 inches (61 cm)
Maximum length tripod legs can be
extended to is 59 inches (150 cm)
Maximum height the easel hub can
be raised up to is 5 ft (152 cm)

Easel Back view
(part names and functions)

The rotating centre Hub

The Hub

Archways to slide T-Bar
arms through

The eight, pointed steel
rods are used to fix canvas
stretchers to the rotating
Hub. When reversed, artboards can also be attached

Minimum height the easel hub can
be lowered to is 12 inches (30.5 cm)
from the floor

Extending T-Bar arms

Foam Sleeves to minimize
scratching and for carrying
Each tripod leg consists of three
strong tubes nestled within each
other and can be extended to provide a wide choice of easel heights
Unlocked Leg
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The centre tube is height
adjustable and independent
of the three tripod legs

Locked Leg
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The Sizes Of Canvas You Can Attach
to Your Artristic Easel

What The Knobs On The Back
Of The Hub Are For

The Hub can be instantly rotated and adjusted in conjunction with the T-Bar arms and the tripod as
you paint, bringing any part of your canvas directly to your brush, regardless of your height, whether
sitting or standing

CAUTION:
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN ANY OF THE KNOBS

The T-Bar Arms slide into the archways
and can lock into place in two positions by
pushing down on a pop-up button at the end
of the arm, thus locking it to the Hub

Position 1 The T-Bar Arms are locked onto
the Hub using the pop-up button Archway
hole closest to the centre of the Hub.
This allows you to attach canvas stretchers in
sizes from approximately 51 cm up to 109 cm
(20 inches up to 43 inches).

This screw holds
the Pan Head
Adaptor onto the
tripod Pan Head

Position 1

This knob adjusts
the backward tilt
of your artwork
from vertical
through to horizontal.

This knob controls
the rotation of
your canvas.
CAUTION
Do not rotate
tripod Head
when this knob
has been tightened.

This bolt MUST
remain firmly
locked at all times.

Position 2 The T-Bar Arms can be locked
further out along the Hub projecting arm by
popping the button up through the second
Archway.
This allows you to attach canvas stretchers in
sizes from approximately 63 cm up to 122 cm
(25 inches up to 48 inches).

Position 2

Note: On page 23 of this manual you can see many other positions and ways you can attach three or
four of the T-Bar Arms to the Hub which will give you, even more choice when choosing canvas and artboard
sizes for use with your Artristic easel.
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This knob locks
the Hub facing
forward, positioned
in the centre
between the two
foam-covered
tripod legs.

This large knob
attaches the Hub
section to the top
of the tripod
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How To Attach the Hub To The Tripod
1

� Hold tripod upside down by two
of the legs. Pull
the legs apart, then
hold the short centre tube and pull
outwards to spread
open the third leg
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How To Insert the T-Bar Arms Into the Hub

� Turn tripod right
way up.

1

� Unlock top leg
clamp and slide out
the bottom leg.

2

� Move Hub downwards
to its full horizontal
position

� Re-lock the clamp

� Tighten these three knobs to hold
the Hub and tripod head in place

3

3

4
� Remove the two
T-Bar Arms from
the Hub by pushing down on the
pop-up buttons
at the ends of the
arms as you pull
them through the
Archways

� Check this knob is very tight on
the top of the tripod
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UNLOCK
THIS
KNOB

� Tilt the T-Bar end downwards at the large end and insert the pop-up button end into
the first archway on the Hub

4

6

5

THE
LARGE
BOLT

� Unlock the knob on the side of the
tripod head then place Hub section
onto the large bolt protruding from
the top of the tripod
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� Hold hub with one hand while rotating
this large knob clockwise as you screw it
onto the end of the tripod

� Slide T-Bar arm along the channel and
with your finger, or the eraser end of a
pencil, depress the button while pushing the arm forward until the button
pops up through the hole in the second
archway

� Repeat again for the third archway
and then insert the other three T-Bar
arms into the Hub in the same way.
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How To Prepare the T-Bar, Hub
and Tripod Before Attaching A Canvas

How To Attach A Canvas To Your Artristic Easel
1

1

2

� Loosen the large centre tube locking-nut and raise the tube up about 20cm
(8 inches).
� Re-tighten the nut

2

� If your canvas already has centered
cross supports there is no need to mark
those sides

� Unlock this knob and tilt
the Hub slightly backward,
then re-tighten the knob to
hold the Hub in that position

3

� Remove the two
clear plastic point
protector
caps
on each T-Bar
and place them
onto the storage
projections
on
the back of each
T-Bar

4

3

4

� Now rotate
each of the
pointed rods
backward until
only the 4mm
long points are
visible

WARNING: These pointed rods are not screws. Since
they are flat at the base of the points they will only penetrate
4mm into the wood.
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� Mark the back of your canvas frame in
the centre, equal distance from each of
the four sides.

� Lean your canvas against the front of
the two foam-sleeve covered tripod legs.

� Lift canvas up and lower it down onto
the shelf of the centre T-Bar using the
mark you made (or a canvas support
strut) to guide you to the centre of both
the T-Bar shelf and the canvas
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How To Attach A Canvas To Your Artristic Easel
5
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How To Attach A Canvas To Your Artristic Easel
9
� Continue holding the canvas frame and the T-Bar end together, and with your free hand unlock the left or right T-Bar
clamps nearest to the Hub
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� Squeeze the canvas frame and T-Bar
together between your thumbs and forefingers until you feel, hear or see the two
points of the rods penetrate the wood of
the frame

� Pull the T-Bar arm out until it fits flush against the side of the
canvas frame. If you need to extend it further in order to make
it flush, unlock the second arm clamp

� This is what you should have
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� Carefully release your grip on the centre T-Bar end and now
using both hands, squeeze it and the wood of the canvas frame
together so that the two pointed rods penetrate the wooden
canvas frame as before
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� Now ensure that you have locked both of the T-Bar clamps

� Now, using your left or right hand, grip
T-Bar end and the canvas frame together
so that it does not fall off as you perform
the next step

� Unlock the black arm clamp at the bottom and, slowly raise the canvas and the
T-Bar together until the left and the right
T-Bar line up with the centre marks you
made on the canvas frame or with a canvas
cross strut. Finally, re-lock the arm to hold
the canvas in position
You may need to unlock both of the
T-Bar arm clamps on two opposite sides if
your canvas is larger than 105 cm.
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13
� Repeat this procedure with the T-Bar arm on the opposite
side of the canvas frame. Then again with the T-Bar arm at
centre bottom
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How To Attach A Canvas To Your Artristic Easel
14
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How To Remove A Canvas In 10 Seconds
1

2

When removing your canvas there
is no need to touch the pointed rods
� Rotate and return your canvas to
its upright position, tilt it slightly
backward and lock in position.

� Adjust the tension of the large knob
at the back of the Hub to a finite degree so that you can rotate the canvas and it will stay where you leave it
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� Starting with the left side, check
that the canvas frame is sitting
squarely and flush up against the
back of the shelf of the T-Bar. Then
give each pointed rod no more than
three turns to ensure the points have
penetrated the wood
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� Stand behind your canvas then lift up
both of the left side T-Bar arm clamps to
unlock them

3

4

NOTE:This procedure is infinitely easier
to carry out than it was to describe.
� Once you have done it a few times
it will become very straightforward
and a natural part of your painting
preparation.

� Give a quick, firm tap against the outer
edge of the T-Bar and it will slide backward and release its hold from the side of
the canvas frame

So worth it for the many advantages
and benefits this easel will reveal to
you as you use it

� Repeat this action with the right side
T-Bar arm and also the middle bottom
one. Don’t touch the top centre T-Bar
arm yet

5
� After you have checked that the first
T-Bar is correctly connected, slowly
rotate the canvas until you bring the
next T-Bar arm into your line of sight
and repeat this checking process with
the three remaining T-Bars.
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� Now hold the top of your canvas with both hands, and in
one smooth but quick upward movement, lift the canvas off
the T-Bar arm.
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How to Attach 3mm to 6mm Thick Art Boards
1

2

How to Attach 3mm to 6mm Thick Art Boards
6
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LOCK
THIS
KNOB

� Hold each clear safety cap up against
the points of the rods on the T bar arms
and rotate the threaded rod clockwise
until only the red plastic end is visible
and the point is inside the safety cap

� Adjust tripod height to waist level with
the T-Bars locked into the centre archways
of the Hub. Push it down into its flat/horizontal position and lock in place

3

4

� Now unlock each of the eight T-Bar
arm clamps and extend each arm fully
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� Slide the board edges underneath
the red plastic ends of the pointed
rods
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� Lay your board onto the Hub so that its centre is as close as you can guess to the centre of the
board, and one by one, push each T-Bar arm inwards towards the outer edges of the board

9

� This is what it will look like from underneath the board. Now you are ready to
attach your working surface paper to the
front of the board

� This is what your Hub should look like
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� Check that the end of each T-Bar arm
shelf is pushed up tightly against the
red plastic caps, then one by one, lock
all 8 of the clamps under the board

� If your art board is very thin, place a
piece of kitchen washing up foam onto
the centre of the Hub. This will push
your board firmly against the 8 redcapped rods

� The minimum board size you can attach when the T-Bar arms are locked onto the Hub in horizontal position is 46cm x 46cm (18 ¾ inches x 18 ¾ inches). For more information regarding canvas
sizes,you can attach, go to page 6.
� The maximum size is 90cm x 90cm (35 ½ inches x 35 ½ inches)
PLEASE NOTE: Do not attach boards larger than 90cm x 90cm (35 ½ inches x 35 ½ inches) and
always avoid excessively heavy boards. Smaller boards can be attached by using only three or two of the
T-Bar arms.
� For more ways to lock the T-Bar arms to the Hub, refer to page 23.
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Attaching white boards and canvas
stretchers by their outer edges

Attaching white boards and canvas
stretchers by their outer edges

WARNING: DO NOT ATTACH VERY HEAVY, LARGE, CHIPBOARD, HARDWOOD
OR PLYWOOD BOARDS
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2

1

� Unlock each of the eight T-Bar arm
clamps and extend each arm fully

� Remove the 8 pointed rods, reverse
and re-screw them back into the T-Bar
arms but do not expose the points yet

4

3

� Double check that the board is sitting flush up against all eight T-Bar
shelf end brackets and then start
screwing the 8, pointed rods into
the side edges of the canvas or white
board

� Next, lay your canvas or white board
onto the top of the Hub, positioning the
centre of the board as close as you can over
the centre of the Hub, then start sliding
each T-Bar arm inwards towards the canvas/white board edges
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� The pointed rods need only penetrate
the side of the canvas board by about
2mm
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� Now you are ready to create your next
painting

� This what your Hub should look
like now

6

5

� Reset the Hub into the upright
position again

� Each of the four sides of the board should
be sitting on the shelves of the T-Bar arms,
and flush up against the end brackets
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� Now, on the underside of the canvas
or board, start re-locking all eight of
the T-Bar arm clamps
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How To Make The Tripod Legs Spread
Wider Than Their Pre-set Distance

How To Make The Tripod Legs Spread
Wider Than Their Pre-set Distance

The three tripod legs are pre-set in their first position to allow the bottom of them to be spread apart
from each other to a distance of 40cm (18 inches). But they can also be adjusted to give you two more
width options. The following describes how you can do that

1

� To increase the Tripod leg
spread to 90cm (35 inches), first
remove the top Hub section
from the tripod and push all
three legs close together

2

5

� Pull this bracket out as far as it
will go (it won’t
fall off)

� Push or tap
sharply on the
bracket and
push it back
down onto the
first ledge

4

6

9

� Now pull the
leg out and upwards until you
can see that if you
pushed or tapped
the bracket downwards suddenly, it
would drop onto
the top of the first
lower ledge.

� To adjust the
legs to open to
the 3rd and widest distance apart,
ensure again that
all legs are folded
down as in image 7 and pull the
bracket out again
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� Fold the leg back down until it is again
flush up against the centre tube, then repeat the process with each of the other
two legs, using images 1 through 5 as a
guide
The next time you pull the legs apart they
will lock in the wider position and keep
doing so until you re-set the bracket.
*See next page for instructions on re-setting
bracket.
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� To return the legs to their
pre-set 18 inches (40cm)
spread, just fold all three legs
together again

8

� In its first position, you will see
at the top of each
leg there is a Leg
Adjuster Bracket
to the left of the
large bolt head
and two ledges
just above that
The Leg Adjuster Bracket

3

7

10
PULL
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� Push the bracket down onto this
ledge.
Fold the three legs
flat together as in
image 7, then pull
them open again to
achieve the widest
spread of the legs

� Now this time
push or tap the
bracket back IN
on all three legs.
Next time you
spread the legs
outward they will
revert to their 1st
position

PUSH

� This time keep
raising the leg
out and upwards
until you see the
bracket over the
top of the third
ledge

� Depending on the sizes of canvas you attach to the easel, this leg widening feature
allows you to experiment with a variety of
heights and positions, and to paint while
sitting with many different types of chairs
and stools
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Convert A Canvas Stretcher Into a Permanent,
“Quick Attach” Painting Board
This technique is well worth the effort if you use watercolours or pastels and attach painting paper to a board
using strips of tape, or clip them to the board. This drawing board will save time by attaching more quickly to
the easel

More Ways To Lock The T-bar Arms Into
The Hub And Attach A Canvas
1

You will need the following:
- A cheap, lightweight wood framed canvas stretcher 20 inches x 20 inches (60cm x 60cm)
*You can also use a canvas stretcher 20inch x 16inch (60cm x 40.64cm) and use only two T-Bar arms
to connect it to the tripod Hub. (Try to use a canvas without any support struts at the back)
A piece of 3mm thick Melamine covered board or plastic panel board (or any similar rigid thin board
with one surface to which you can attach tape that can be easily peeled off after painting).

2
� Round or oval canvas
(canvas removed so you can see how the T-Bar arms attach to the back
of the frame)

Small tube of silicone or general-purpose glue from Bunnings stores in Australia and Hardware Stores
in USA

1

� By placing two T-Bar arms into the four vertical archways on the Hub,
sometimes reversing pointed rods and maybe adding a third T-Bar arm allows you to attach smaller canvases. Experiment and see if you can discover a
new way of attaching a canvas or board. If you do find new ways to use your
Artristic easel, we would love to hear about it. Send us a photograph of your
custom easel setup and we will forevermore identify it with your name! The
perfect way to prove those wrong who said you would never make a name for
yourself from painting

2
3

� Lay canvas face down on back of the
board and centre it. Mark with a pencil all
the way around the canvas frame so you
will know where to position the canvas
later. Remove the canvas.

� One piece of Melamine board 53.34cm
x 53.34cm (21 inches x 21 inches)
NOTE: If you prefer you can make your
board size the same size as the canvas.

3

4

� When the glue has dried attach this
“painting board” to your easel in the same
way as an ordinary canvas.

� Spread the glue on the board, making
sure to stay within the pencil guidelines,
then lay the canvas on the board. Press
down all over the canvas
� Weight the back of the canvas with
heavy books to help set the glue on the
board. Leave overnight to dry
*For information on attaching boards and canvases, refer to pages 10 to 14
22

4

� Canvas size 48cm
x 18cm (19 inch x 7
inch)

� The positions of
the three T-Bar arms

� Canvas size 20cm x 15cm
(approx. 8 inches x 6 inches)

5
These four
pointed rods
are reversed

� Three T-Bar arm positions
for canvas size 40cm x 46cm
(16 inches x 18 inches).

� 40cm x 46cm (16 inches
x 18 inches) canvas attached

� An Artristic easel putting
a new slant on painting
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How to Use your Artristic Tool Kit
1

� Each Studio easel comes with a protective carry bag, a click on adjustable
shoulder strap and two centre placed
carry handles .

How to Use your Artristic Tool Kit
2

� In the outside zippered pocket
there is a three-piece tool kit

7
� Each tripod leg has two identically operated locking mechanisms on it

Top one to adjust length
of the second inner leg
Bottom one to adjust the
length of the third inner leg

8

9

Alan Key /Socket Head Spanner / Screwdriver

3

4

� Insert the Socket Wrench and turn it clockwise an extremely small distance. Re-lock
then lock the leg to check if leg locks firmly
now without slipping.
*CAUTION. Never over tighten this nut.

� To ensure an inner leg is not slipping
when locked, pull up and release the
locking flap of the leg section you wish
to adjust

� Assembled as a Philips Head screw driver
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� Multi Use Screw Driver Tool – Loosen the
side nut to insert the two-ended screwdriver
rod. Tighten nut to hold rod in place

5

� Assembled as a Hex Head screw driver

6

� If the entire bracket is rotating, moving
or loose, insert the Hex Head screwdriver
and tighten the nut
� Assembled as a Socket Wrench

12

13

� The Socket Head Spanner is for tightening the 3/8th bolt that you screw the Pan
head and Hub onto. This should rarely be
necessary
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� Use the Philips head screwdriver to tighten
the screw that holds the T-Bar onto the arm
section

� The Alan Key tightens this bolt, to keep
the entire Hub section level and locked in
place. This allows the Hub to rotate freely.
It should always be tightly locked
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Example of using round or oblong canvas as described on page 3
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